Welcome From Chandler Ralph, Board Chair

When Dr. Nina Schoch, the preeminent loon researcher in the Adirondacks, contacted me two years ago to join the Board of the newly formed Adirondack Center for Loon Conservation, I did not hesitate. How could I possibly say no to a mission that is dedicated to the conservation of the Common Loon in the Adirondacks? The eerie call of the loon has been a steady companion to me throughout my life. From camp at Raquette Lake as a child to hearing the call almost every summer morning on my way to work at Adirondack Health, I could always count on the yodel uplifting my spirits.

It has been two years since our organization became an independent nonprofit entity in April 2017, and much has been accomplished, thanks to the dedication of Dr. Schoch, our staff, and a committed group of volunteer Board members. The mission of education, research, and conservation is a noble one and the enthusiasm of our donors and supporters continues to confirm we are on the right path. We are fortunate as a community to have a dedicated group of folks who love the loon and strive toward the ongoing conservation of this iconic bird so representative of the Adirondack wilderness. We could not have achieved what we have without the strong and dedicated support of our donors and supporters, and we are most grateful.

We are looking forward to the continued growth of the Adirondack Center for Loon Conservation. As someone once said, there is nothing common about the Common Loon.

-Ms. Chandler M. Ralph, Board Chair
Adirondack Center for Loon Conservation

A Word From Dr. Nina Schoch, Founder and Executive Director

The last twenty years have been an incredible experience—it’s been fantastic to learn so much about Adirondack loons through our monitoring and banding efforts, as well as to inspire others to become more involved in protecting wildlife and their habitats.

The last two years, especially, have been very fulfilling, as we fledged into an independent nonprofit entity, and have been building on our past accomplishments ever since. From rescuing debilitated loons to talking with the thousands of visitors at the Adirondack Loon Center, our work has led to expanding the conservation of Common Loons in the Adirondacks.

Hearing the wail of these striking birds echo and resonate across Adirondack hillsides as I drift with them on the water remains one of my absolute favorite experiences. I am thrilled to be able to share such times with others and invite them to join us in caring for these beautiful birds and the lakes where they live.

~Nina Schoch, Founder and Executive Director
Adirondack Center for Loon Conservation

~ 2018 Members of the Board ~

- Chandler Ralph, Chair
- Dot Beatty
- Kathleen Colson
- Gail Doering
- Cathy Dove, Vice Chair
- Kate Fish
- Bonnie Keet
- Kathryn Ruscitto
- Susan Semegram, Treasurer
- Ramsay Tanham
- Connie Weatherup, Secretary
~ Education and Outreach ~

2017-2018: ~3700 People Reached Through:
- 42 Presentations & Displays
- 2 Field trips
- 4 Conferences

8 Interviews & Articles: Adirondack Life, Adirondack Explorer, Mountain Lake PBS, Lab of Ornithology’s Living Bird magazine, Adirondack Almanack, Adirondack Daily Enterprise, and the Post Star

2018 Art Shows at the View Arts Center in Old Forge and the Paul Smith’s College VIC: Featuring the stunning work of dozens of award-winning artists and photographers to highlight information about loon ecology and conservation.

Interns: Our 2017 and 2018 interns included students from Colgate University’s Colgate University’s Upstate Institute Field School, the Paul Smith’s Adirondack Watershed Institute, SUNY ESF’s Adirondack Ecological Center, and Calvin College. They obtained essential skills and experience in wildlife research, educational programming, exhibit design, or retail management, which will prove valuable in their future careers.

Awards: Congratulations to Dr. Judith McIntyre, the matriarch of loon natural history, and to Gary Lee, retired Forest Ranger and devoted loon guardian, who received our 2017 and 2018 Adirondack Loon Recognition Awards!

And to Dr. Nina Schoch recipient of the Adirondack Research Consortium’s 2018 Dr. Elizabeth W. Thorndike Adirondack Achievement Award!

2018 Loon Celebration!
Sunday, Oct. 7, 2018 at the Paul Smith’s College VIC
- “Unveiling the Secret Lives of Nesting Adirondack Loons” presentation
- “Conservation Through the Lives of Adirondack Loons” Art Show
- Music by Celia Evans
- Food by Green Goddess
- Silent auction, raffle, children’s activities
- Field trip to visit with the pre-migratory loon gathering on Lake Clear

Join us on Sunday, October 13, 2019, for the Annual Loon Celebration!

Stay Informed!
Thousands of people stay updated throughout the year about our loon conservation, research, and education programs in the Park.

In 2017-2018, we reached:
- The Adirondack Tremolo newsletter: >9000 people
- www.facebook.com/adkloon: >2500 friends
- www.twitter.com/adkloon: ~100 followers
- www.instagram.com/adkloon: ~500 followers

Visit us at www.adkloon.org to learn about loon behavior and ecology, our research and conservation projects, and upcoming events!
~ Enhancing Scientific Understanding of Adirondack Loons ~

Common Loons —
Indicators of the Impact of
Environmental Pollutants
to Adirondack Aquatic Ecosystems

Banding to Monitor
Reproductive Success & Survival

10 adults banded in 2017 and 14 in 2018

Collecting Samples to Assess
Health & Exposure to Contaminants

A biotic measure of the effectiveness of air pollution regulations implemented in the 1990's

Loon Monitoring: 15-20 field staff annually monitor ~100 Adirondack lakes to determine loon survival and reproductive success

Unveiling the Secret Lives of Nesting Adirondack Loons
Uses of trail cameras to learn about factors affecting loon nesting success

2017: 32 cameras >>33,677 photos
2018: 20 cameras >>37,599 photos

Predation!

Two Loons in a Nest

Visitors

Egg Rolled Out of Nest

~Icing In

Chicks Hatching
New York Annual Loon Census

Citizen Science: Third Saturday in July from 8-9am.

- 500+ Observers
- ~200 New York lakes & rivers
- >600 loons

New York Loon Population Status and Trends:

>> ~2000 adult loons summering in NY

We are most grateful to the many people and organizations who have helped coordinate and participated in the Census, including the Wildlife Conservation Society’s former Adirondack Program, Thousand Islands Land Trust, Lake George Association, Cranberry and Upper Saranac Lake Associations, and many hundreds more—Thank You!

Scientific Publications

As part of the New York Mercury Synthesis Project led by Biodiversity Research Institute (BRI) and supported by NYSERDA, we partnered with Yang Yang and Dr. Ruth Yanai of SUNY ESF, Dr. Charley Driscoll of Syracuse University, and Dr. David Evers of BRI to analyze our loon mercury and reproductive success data to produce three articles for a special issue of the journal Ecotoxicology, including:

- Spatial patterns and temporal trends in mercury concentrations in common loons (Gavia immer) from 1998 to 2016 in New York’s Adirondack Park: Has this top predator benefitted from mercury emission controls?
- Determining optimal sampling strategies for monitoring mercury and reproductive success in common loons in the Adirondacks of New York.
- The influence of biotic and abiotic factors on banded common loon (Gavia immer) reproductive success in a remote, mountainous region of the northeastern United States.

These articles will be available on our website, www.adkloon.org, following their publication.
~ The Adirondack Loon Center ~
Loon Exhibits, Art, Gifts, and More!

15 Broadway, Saranac Lake
Filling a unique niche in the Village

A thriving educational, tourist, and shopping destination for loon-lovers of all ages

The primary resource for loon conservation, science, and outreach in the Adirondacks and a vital hub to promote the public’s essential role in protecting Adirondack wildlife and the Park’s environmental quality

Contributing to tourism and the local economy

Thank You for Your Patronage!
We greatly enjoy meeting and talking with you!

Proceeds support our research and conservation programs to help protect Adirondack loons
~ Financials ~

Fiscal Year 2017
April 1, 2017 to March 31, 2018

- Total Revenue: $288,224
  - 50% Foundation Grants
  - 29% Individual Donors
  - 11% New York State Grants
  - 8% Loon Center Gross Sales
  - 2% Corporate Sponsors
  - 0.4% Adirondack Loon Legacy Fund
  - 0.4% Rebates and Interest

- Total Expenses: $235,116
  - 95% Program Services
  - 3% Management & General
  - 2% Fundraising

Fiscal Year 2018
April 1, 2018 to March 31, 2019

- Total Revenue: $282,045
  - 29% Foundation Grants
  - 24% Individual Donors
  - 15% New York State Grants
  - 31% Loon Center Gross Sales
  - 0.4% Corporate Sponsors
  - 0.4% Adirondack Loon Legacy Fund
  - 0.1% Rebates and Interest

- Total Expenses: $308,341
  - 94% Program Services
  - 5% Management & General
  - 1% Fundraising

Our 990 and Financial Statements are available at www.adkloon.org and www.charitiesnys.com
Thank You!
* = FY2017 Donor, † = FY2018 Donor, ^ = Adirondack Loon Legacy Society Member

Penguin Dancing Loon ($2,000+)
Linda and Sarah Cohen*  Gail Doering*
Margot and John Erne*
Ellen Jones*
Bonnie Keet and the Cloudsplitter Foundation*
Robert and Judy Lience*
Binkley and Paula Shorts*
Ramsay Tanham*

Flying Loon ($1,000 - $1,999)
Stephen Boles*
Stanley and Shirley Charm
Kathleen and Doug Colson*
Bets Dugan and Mary Duross*
William and Joan Grabe*
Marion Karl*
June and Bernard Maugery*
Winifred Meiselman*
Dennis and Sharon Monroe*
Carol and Jim Redbaugh*
Dan and Kathy Ruscitto*
Hal and Ellen Schapiro*
Jill and John Schiffman and the Greenspan Foundation*
Harris and Susan Semegram*
James and Anne Townsend*
Connie and Craig Weatherup*
Barry and Dee Dee Wigmore*

Swimming Loon: ($500 - $999)
Allen Aardsma*
John and Regina Adams*
Ralph and Ann Arend*
Rebecca Bennett*
Ellen and Michael Bettmann*
Lynn and Terry Birdsong*
Laura Bloom and Phil Tenner*
Ardith Bondi*
Beverly Bridger and Michael Wilson*
Ian and Mary Burchell*
Bill Decker*
Chris and Alison Dunkerley*
Robert Friedman*
Gordon Howard*
Bill and Caryl Hutchens*
Nancy Jeffrey*
Lee and Nancy Keet*
Gary and Karen Lee*
Carol Levy*
Caroline and Serge Lustig*
Ed McNeil*
John Ozard and Blanche Town*
Steve Pitera*
Jim Pryor*
Chandler Ralph and David Aldrich*
Brian and Ginny Ruder and the Ruder Family Foundation*
Sydney Whelan and Anne McCook*
Richard and Martha Widdicombe*
Anne and Ethan Winter*

Loon Chick ($250-$499)
Adirondack Life*
Anonymous*  Facebook Friends*
Cynthia and Scott Baerman*
Chip and Sandy Bissell*
Charles and Karla Briant*
Buck and Denise Bryan*
Ronald and Mildred Burkmann*
Jody and Rob Collins-Skinner*
Colton Township Winterfest*
Ronald and Sheila Cuccaro*
Sara Jane and William Dehoff*
Judy Doebler*
John and Lucy Douglas*
Gloria Drucker*
Paul Edmunds*
Paolo Fedi*
Barbara and Michael Franklin*
Robert Gerard*
Barbara Glaser and Paul Zachos*
Pat and Jim Goessling*
Priscilla Goss*
Ron Harris*
Elliott and Margie Hillback*
Stephanie and Winifred Holderness*
Rush Holt and Margaret Lancefield*
B. Sue Howard*
Dr. Kelly R. Huitt*
Margaret Huskins*
Carol and Van Jackman*
Willie and Mary Janeawy*
Tom and Sandy Jorling*
Kathryn and Wallace Kendall*
Kevin Kenow*
Katherine Koch*
Judith Landes*
Thomas Lynch*
David and Alison Mandelbaum*
David and Sara Nimmores*
Polly and Bengt Ohman*
Beth Priewe*
Meredith M. Prime*
Lindsay Ruth and Perry Dimmick*
Jeffrey Sellon, Marilyn Burns, and the MSB Charitable Fund*
Janet and Terry Silvester*
Beth Smiloff*
Mery and Steven Sokal*
Pamela and Fairman Thompson*
Joe Visalli and Matie Flowers*
Susan Weaver*

Loon Egg ($100-$249)
Kenneth Adams*
Adirondack Mountain Garden Club*
Adirondack Research*
Rick and Elaine Alesia*
Lorraine Alexander*
Jonathan Allen*
Kathryn and Marty Andrews*
Anonymous*  Anonymous Facebook Friends*
Phyllis Apuzzo*
Marybeth Auletto*
Catherine Ballard*
Lynne Ballou*
Faith Barney*
Terry Barrett and Kathleen Carey*
Suzanne and Floyd Barwig*
Douglas and Karen Beattie*
Frank and Nicole Benenatis*
Bob Bevilacqua*
Carole Bishop*
Cheryl Bishop*
Michelle Blair*
Camille Bodden*
Andrea and James Bracikowski*
James Bramley*
Cynthia Brandreth*

Jack Brennan*
Lee and Bob Brewer*
Bebe Broadwater*
Joseph and Joan Burchenal*
Gerald and Maryjane Butler*
Canada Lakes Conservation Assoc.*
Liz and Charles Carlin*
Charles and Jane Carroll*
Ron Capone and Bill Gleason*
Lorraine and Richard Carlson*
Martin and Barbara Carovano*
Mike Carr*
Ray Chu*
Bill and Kristina Clark*
John and Marie Cogar*
Rhoda Curtis*
Sandra Danussi*
Emily and David Davison*
Robert and Marion Dedrick*
Sharon and Peter Desrochers*
Rich and Bonnie DiDomizio*
John and Michele DiGiacomo*
Digital Realty Trust*
Mary Dineen*
Mike and Janice Douglass*
Denise and Richard Edelson*
David Eichorn*
Empire State College Foundation*
Mark and Lauren Epstein*
Marilyn Erickson*
Peter and Vivian Falcon*
Frederick Falck*
Rick Findlay*
Anne Fletcher and Don Markle*
Nancy Sue Folz*
Philip and Kathleen Forlenza*
Carol Fox*
Andrew Francis*
Susan and Alec Friedman*
Joan Gard*
Bill and Nancy Gardiner*
GE Foundation (donor match)*
Dick and Mary Gentry*
Dick Gentry and Lynne Ballou-Gent'ry*
Phyllis Georges*
Leslie and Warren Gifford*
Marilyn Gillespie*
Ernest and Penny Giraud*
Augusta and Walter Gladding*

Michalene and Bob Glennon*
Harry and Christa Gordon*
Ellen and Paul Grebinger*
Cindy Dowd and Mark Greene*
Jonathan and Elizabeth Griffiths*
Andrea Gutz*
Peter and Nancy Hadley*
Hannah Hanford*
Julie Harjung*
Ridge Harris*
Lynn and Chip Harrison*
Dr. Kris Harshman*
Hawkeye Conservationists*
Walter and Jean Hayes*
Anita and Len Hegwood*
Nola Heidebaugh and Frank Messere*
Kathy and Arnold Henry*
Jan Hesbon*
Ed and Karen Hixson*
William Hughes*
Christopher and Audrey Hyson*
Janet and Ira Inghram*
Andy Jerome*
Sallie Joachim*
Brenda and Charles Johnson*
Alan and Barbara Jones*
David and Nicola Jordan*
Gene and Carolyn Kaczka*
Rosemary Karaka*
Barbara Kerner*
Doug and Wauneta Kerr*
Sue Knapp and Ellen Kewick*
Kildare Club*
Rev. Ronald and Karen Klose*
Suzanne Klotz-Payne and Dennis Payne*
Jerry and Judith Körner*
John and Eleanor Lahtinen*
Jonathan and Gina Landsberg*
Connie and John Larkin*
Rosemary Lee*
Lee Liggett*
Roger and Susan Lipsey*
William Lockel*
John and Anne Loganbhull*
Andrea London*
Loon Lake Homeowners Association*
Tim and Sue Lute*
Andrea Lynch*
Stephen Lynch
Thank You!

* = FY2017 Donor, † = FY2018 Donor, © = Adirondack Loon Legacy Society Member

Nesting Loon ($1-$99) - continued
Mary and Brad Grainger*
Cynthia and Robert Grant*
Debra Graves*
Margaret Gray†
Roxy and Ed Griesmer†
Diane Griffin†
Richard Grossman†
Sue Kavanagh and Christopher Shaw*
Sue and Roy Keats†
Bob and Carol Keller†
David and Diane Keller†
Kathy Kelley†
William Kellogg†
Helen Kleievich†
Danielle Kincaid†
Lyne Kingsley†
Jane Kinkle†
Phil Kirby†
Shannon Kirk†
Howard Kirschenbaum and Mary Rapp†
Kathleen and Marion Krauck†
Ashley Koch†
Cathy and Richard Kraft†
Ruth Kuhfahl†
Albert Kukol and Marcia Wood†
Dan and Adrienne Ladd†
Jo Ann LaGrone†
Lee Lamparski†
Jonathan and Elizabeth Lamson†
Alexia Lan†
Nancy Langham and Culleen Doolittle†
Cynthia and Paul LaPierre†
Nancy Laramie†
Mary Jane Lasher†
Bruce and Pamela LaValley†
Marie and Hugh Law†
Insa Lawler†
Dr. Pam Lea†
Sonja Lecicky†
Caryl Lecleir and Edward Newman†
Patricia Lee†
Dick and Gay Lefebvre†
Richard Leroux†
Frank and Alethe Lesinsky†
Christine Leskovec†
Albert and Hilda Lewis†
Charlotte Lichtenberg†
Marcia and Lou Lichtman†
Larry Livermore†
Tammy Loewy†
Laura and Nathan Loomis†
Tom and Pat Loughan†
Elizabeth Lowe†
Jerome Luhn†
Chapter and Eugene Lozier†
Mary MacDonald†
Mary MacKinnon†
Malone Monday Bridge Club†
Meachle Manchester†
Mary Marien†
Theodore and Elizabeth Marks, and the
Marks Family Foundation†
Kathy and Charles Marshall†
Sophie Marshall†
Keith Martin†
William Martin†
Dan Martinu†
Lanny Master†
McAllister and Doran Families†
Konstancy McCaffree†
Mary McCalister†
Edmund McCann†
Thomas and Susan McCoy†
Linda and James McDonald†
Janet McGraw†
Andrew McGuiffy†
Agnes McGaule†
Sandra Mealy†
Carol and Peter Meisel†
Dr. Donna Mensching†
Marc Mesling†
Gail Meyer†
Ivone Milani†
Gary and Kathleen Millsark†
Dr. Thomas and Elizabeth Minehan†
Norma and Walter Miner†
Michael Moccio†
Ann and Dick Monighetti†
Susan Moody and Alan Brown†
Judith Morris†
Leo and Deborah Muindo†
Erin Mulligan and Michael Iannello†
Bill and Judy Munro†
Gloria Murphy and Patricia Ricci†
Megan Murphy and Eric Teed†
Judy Murray†
Scott and Karen Murray†
Lynn Muxworthy†
James Myers and Barbara Bave†
Bill Napier†
Debbie and Roger Neill†
Lynne Newhouse†
Harry and Betty Ann Newton†
Bruce and Molly Nichols†
Susan Nolde and David Filsinger†
David Oakley and Dianna Maste†
Sean O’Brien†
David Oot and Elizabeth Jean Baker†
Ron and Gail Opanhoske†
Jane Oppenlander†
Otter Lake Association†
Linda Overby†
James and Frances Owen†
Patti Packer†
Vincent and Nancy Pagano†
Mary Paladino and Peter Cassidy†
James Papero†
Frances Parent†
Burdeitt Parks and Fran Yardley†
Pandora Passin†
Barbara Patterson†
Sue Pawlowich and Robert Slink†
Suzanne and Dennis Payne†
Ellen and Kyle Pennick†
Elizabeth Percival†
Sue Peters†
Ginny and Cassius Phillips†
Richard and Elizabeth Pisch†
Carol and George Pitko†
Dr. Frank and Lorraine Pine†
Jim Piscopo†
Susan and Blane Pitxley†
Plattsburgh Duplicate Bridge Club†
Donna and Dean Pohl†
Jeanne Polunci†
Nancy and Don Polunci†
Mary Potocki†
Jennifer Potter Hayes†
Bruce Prendergast†
Peter and Colleen Prescott†
Annabelle Pugliese†
Robert Purcell†
Tim Pyszczynski†
Pfizer Foundation (donor match)
John and Constance Quennell†
Jane Quizzau†
Gretchen Ralph†
Mary Ann Randall†
Alex and Denise Raney†
Bob and Kathy Raymo†
Jack and Lenore Reber†
Rebecca Richman†
Dana and Edward Roesner†
Dana Rohleder†

Peter Rohlf†
Keela and Jim Rogers†
Lewis and Sheila Rosenberg†
Susan Runyon†
Don Rushford†
Mary Russell†
Tom and Denise Ryder†
Diane Sabatini†
Mattie Sagar†
Rita Sato†
Tom and Mary Sanchez†
Amy Sauer†
Bob and Mary Sauer†
Lynne Sauer†
Kathleen and Richard Savage†
Ann Sayers and Peter Slocum†
Donald and Judith Scamell†
Christopher and Susan Schaefer†
Robert Schexnayder†
Lucy Schneck†
Eileen and John Schneider†
Jane Schneider and Mitchell Goroski†
Ann Sebringer†
Jane and Joseph Sebringer†
Annette Stenvik†
Betsy Senkowski†
Glenda Seyfarth†
Andre and Angela Shahrdar†
Kathleen Shannahan†
Robert and Norma Shannon†
Elaine Shapiro†
Nancy Shaw†
Susan Shelby†
Beverly Sherman†
Jim and Elaine Sherman†
Faith Eastwood Wertz Shore†
Shore Owners’ Association of Lake Placid†
Michael Siegert†
Kathy and Larry Skinner†
Peter Slocum and Ann Sayers†
Karen and Allan Sloke†
Charles and Carol Smith†
Kathie and Frank Smith†
Mitchel and Cynthia Smith†
Nancy Smith†
Robin Smith†
Steven Solow and Jean Simons†
Dan and Sadie Spada†
Allen and Marilyn Splete†
Your Generous Support Will Help Us Do Even More for Adirondack Loons!

Your tax-deductible gift to the Adirondack Center for Loon Conservation provides financial support for our loon research, conservation, and education programs throughout the Adirondack Park. When you make a donation to the Adirondack Center for Loon Conservation, you make an important impact on loon conservation in the Adirondacks and beyond.

There are many ways you can support our work, including:

- Your one-time donation
- Becoming a sustaining donor with your recurring monthly contributions
- Corporate matching gift programs

Gifts in honor or in memory of a loved one

Estate gifts, including:
- Stock contributions
- Bequests
- Life insurance gifts
- Retirement account beneficiary

For More Information About Supporting the Adirondack Center for Loon Conservation,

Please contact us at info@adkloon.org or 518-354-6836.

Thank You!
With Much Gratitude to Our Collaborators!

- New York State Dept. Environmental Conservation
- New York State Energy Research and Development Authority
- Biodiversity Research Institute
- Wildlife Conservation Society
- Calvin College
- Syracuse University
- SUNY ESF’s Adirondack Ecological Center
- Paul Smiths College Adirondack Watershed Institute

This research was conducted under U.S. Fish and Wildlife Scientific Collecting Permit #MB830469-0, U.S. Geological Survey Bird Banding Permit #22636, and New York State Scientific Collection or Possession Permit #1873.

Adirondack Center for Loon Conservation
15 Broadway, Saranac Lake, NY 12983
Mailing: P.O. Box 195, Ray Brook, NY 12977
518-354-8636 • info@adkloon.org • www.adkloon.org • www.facebook.com/adkloon

Photographs in this report courtesy of Dr. Nina Schoch or the Adirondack Center for Loon Conservation, unless otherwise noted.